
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 20mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard grid with goal on each side of 
the square
Instructions: 
• 4 groups of players stand by 4 small goals, 

forming 2 lines either side. Each Player has ball 
each. Coach calls two colors, 1st color are the 
attackers and attack goal in front of them. 2nd 
Color are the defenders who must race out and 
pick out an attacker to win the ball off. This 
works on different angles of approach for 
defending team

Progression:
- As above but one ball is used between 2 to play 

2v2 Games

-Asses the opponents speed
-Running speed of the defender; slowing down 
before approaching
-Get side on and low
-Push attacker away from goal
Progression
Get into roles of 1st and 2nd defender as quickly as 
possible whilst defending the goal
1st Defender – Fast Slow Side on, Low 
                        - Adjust body position so you are 
‘leading’ the ball towards your 2nd defender
2nd Defender – Ball, Space, Man
 - Keep your eyes on the ball at all times
-Cover Space behind 1st defender in case s/he is beat
-Be in a position to close down Man  when the ball is 
played to your mark

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 20x10 yard grids. Teams of 3. 6 per grid. 1 
ball

Instructions: Attackers are static and pass the ball 
back and forth to each other on perimeter of 
square. Defenders don’t try to win ball but adjust 
positions constantly in accordance to where the 
ball is. Encourage the attackers to play ball back 
and forth slowly at first, increasing the frequency 
as time goes on. 

Once positional success is achieved switch roles of 
defenders and attackers

Progression – Attackers slowly progress forwards and 
defenders ‘Jockey’ backwards

Roles of 1st, 2nd and 3rd defenders
1st Defender should pressure the ball (fast slow side 
on low)
2nd Defender – Ball, Space, Man
 - Keep your eyes on the ball at all times
-Cover Space behind 1st defender in case s/he is beat
-Be in a position to close down Man  when the ball is 
played to your mark
3rd defender –
 (Fig 1) stay connected to defense to keep play 
compact whilst also being aware of position of 3rd 
attacker (defensive shape = banana or Nike swoosh)
(Fig 2) as per 2nd defender on other side (defensive 
shape = Triangle)
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Age Group: U12/U13+
Topic: Defending as a Team
Sub Topic:  2v2’s & 3v3’s
Coach:
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Age Group:U12/U13+
Topic: Defending as Team
Sub Topic: 2v2’s and 3v3’s
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 20x30 yard field with small goals either side
Instructions: 
• Play 3 v3 games focusing on defensive 

positioning and shape of team not in possession

Repeat set up to accommodate all players

As above
-Focus on ‘why’ 2nd and 3rd defenders need to cover 
space/What it is they are defending

Duration: 25minutes
Set-up: 30x40 yard field with Goal at end. 3 teams 
of 3 and a Goalkeeper
Instructions: 
• Group A defends the goal playing as a back 3. 

Group B is attacking. Group C is resting. When 
‘B’ wins the ball they must either work the ball 
across the line or pass to “C”. Upon that point 
“A” becomes the rest group, “B’ turns and 
organizes as a back four and C attacks. Continue 
rotation

-Play corners, throw ins and if attacking team 
scores they can attack again.

Variation: Same game but 2v2. Have More waiting 
teams who stand in line waiting to enter play

-Pressure (make sure one person pressures the ball_
-Cover and Support (other two defenders pinch in to 
squeeze space opened by pressing defender)
-Communicate and transition quickly

***Be sure to finish with an unconditioned regular 
game***


